
Help Flood Relief Efforts in
Rio Grande do Sul with this
Charity Bundle!
May 16, 2024

Floods devastated Rio Grande do Sul! Help by grabbing a MASSIVE
#TTRPG bundle for just $20! All proceeds to relief efforts! ⚔️

Run a #TTRPG for 100+ players
at once with Crowdplay
May 16, 2024

Run a #TTRPG for 100+ players at once with Crowdplay! This free
kit lets you introduce 5e #DnD through a simplified, shared
encounter. Spark TTRPG passion in massive new audiences!
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Is D&D a Secret Architect of
Global  Culture?  |  Gaining
Advantage 038
May 16, 2024

Explore the cultural legacy of Dungeons & Dragons w/ scholars
@premeetsidhu  &  @JoseZagal.  Unravel  its  huge  impact  on
entertainment,  education,  &  global  society.  #DnD  #TTRPG

5 DnD ChatGPT Prompts to Make
Your Game Better
May 16, 2024
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Using AI chatbots like ChatGPT to enhance your #DnD game, their
limitations & alternative solutions #TTRPG

Toxic  Masculinity  &  TTRPG
Culture  |  Gaining  Advantage
037
May 16, 2024

Explore language & masculinity in TTRPGs with @dashiellsteven!
How can we create more inclusive gaming tables? Listen & learn!
#TTRPGs #genderdiversity #gamingculture
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Accessible  DnD  Character
Sheets for Disabled Players
May 16, 2024

Free, emoji-based character sheets designed for #DnD players
with print disabilities. Available in PDF and DOCX formats, with
features for easy navigation and inclusive representation.

Breaking  Barriers:  Accessible
Braille 5e SRD!
May 16, 2024

The 1st-ever #braille 5e SRD is now available, making the core
#DnD rules more accessible to all. Download for free! #TTRPG
#Accessibility
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Gaining Advantage 36: A Game-
Changing Education Revolution
May 16, 2024

This education expert is using BOARD GAMES to revolutionize how
students  learn.  Find  out  his  game-changing  tricks  to  boost
engagement, critical thinking & more!

Gaining Advantage 035: Minimal
Minority  Meeples:  Researcher
Reveals Lack of Diversity in
Board Gaming
May 16, 2024
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Dr.  Tanya  Pobuda  @PobudaTanya  discusses  her  research  on
diversity in board games, smashing the myth that diversity hurts
sales & advocating for inclusion.

Get a #DnD Adventure for only
$1!
May 16, 2024

What monster has TPKed more #TTRPG parties in history than any
other? How do you fight it?
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